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Introduction
Since the altmetric manifesto was published in 2010 (Priem et al 2010, 2012),
the use of alternative sources to measure the research process has become
a growing research discipline (Haustein et al 2014). Altmetrics offer the
possibility to measure outside the traditional research-centric bibliometric
ecosystem, drawing on data that shows how research is covered, reused, and
discussed across a range of media platforms.
Much of the excitement regarding altmetrics is focused on the potential
to measure wider effects of the research (Bornmann 2014), such as the
engagement with practitioners, adoption by policy making bodies (Adams &
Loach 2015), and the wider socioeconomic impact (Loach et al 2016). Research
has shown (Costas et al 2014, Thelwall et al 2013) that although some altmetrics
do correlate with traditional bibliometric indicators (such as number of citations),
they do not capture the same impact. To this end, altmetrics garner interest
both as a source of early interest detection (attention is often received earlier
than academic citations) and as a broader base for signals of wider impact.

Altmetrics offer the
possibility to measure
outside the traditional
research-centric
bibliometric ecosystem,
drawing on data that
shows how research is
covered, reused, and
discussed across a range
of media platforms

One interesting aspect in the evolution of altmetrics is the rapid increase in the
number of potential information sources. Providers such as Altmetric and Plum
Analytics provide details of attention across a wide range of sources including
traditional news outlets, blogs, social networks, specialist forums, policy maker
websites, peer-review platforms, Wikipedia, and more each day. These different
sources can be examined for similarities in behavior and compared (Zahedi et
al 2014). Not surprisingly, sources close to researcher activities (e.g. Mendeley
users) correlate strongly with measures of academic impact (e.g. journal impact
factor), while those closer to practitioners, policy makers, or the general public
exhibit their own dynamic.
In this report, we attempt to track altmetric attention across different
communities. Clearly, news articles featured by renowned broadcasters are
appealing to a different audience than a policy document informing best
medical practices. However, much of the activity is not so straightforward
to categorize; social networks and blogs sites contain a range of posts and
discussions from academics, research professionals, practitioners, science
communicators and members of the public that is difficult to distinguish.
To understand fully the breadth and diversity of attention given to academic
outputs, we take a holistic approach to community detection: a mechanism
to group sources of attention across a range of altmetric sources according
to their shared interests. In this context, shared interest is defined by the
set of research articles in common - mentioners that cover similar articles
are considered to have a higher shared interest than mentioners who draw
on unrelated research. This provides interesting insights into the various
communities that span multiple media types and enables new methodologies
for the benchmarking of articles, journals and mentioners.
We selected two case studies, Alzheimer's disease and malaria research.
Through analyses, we demonstrate that the identification and measurement
of communities reached provides insights into the different ways in which
the research is used. Ultimately, such an approach could be used to uncover
channels of impact that extend beyond conventional scholarly indicators.
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Case Study Background
Our hypothesis was
that we would uncover
significant differences
in audience profiles
between a poorlyunderstood, largely
untreatable disease
affecting the elderly
(Alzheimer's disease),
and a well-understood
infectious disease of
the developing world
for which vaccine
development and
worldwide eradication
are concrete strategies
(malaria)

To demonstrate our community detection approach, we choose two research
topics with large amounts of scientific research to draw on: Alzheimer's
disease and malaria. Whilst similar topics in the sense that they are both
diseases, we expected to see different audience profiles due to the different
issues surrounding these research topics.
The language used by the NIH’s National Institute on Aging to discuss
the causes of Alzheimer's disease is emblematic of the degree to which
the scientific community lacks a definitive understanding of the disease’s
upstream pathogenesis:
The causes of late-onset Alzheimer’s, the most common form of the disease,
probably include a combination1 of genetic, lifestyle, and environmental factors.
Malaria, on the other hand is a bloodborne, infectious disease, which is much
better understood from an epidemiological perspective.
Our hypothesis going into this analysis was that we would uncover significant
differences in audience profiles between a poorly-understood, largely
untreatable disease affecting the elderly, and a well-understood infectious
disease of the developing world for which vaccine development and
worldwide eradication are concrete strategies being pursued.

https://www.nia.nih.gov/health/
what-causes-alzheimers-disease

1	

Alzheimer's Disease
Alzheimer's is a chronic neurodegenerative disease that is the most common
cause of dementia (Burns & Lliffe 2009). Dimensions, the scholarly database
developed by Digital Science, indexes more than 168K articles on the subject,
23K grants, 39K patents and 2.8K clinical trials (Figure 1). Since 2000, over
$17Bn total investment can be tracked through competitive grant funding.
Research articles have been mentioned 160K times on Twitter, 30K times by
news sources, and have been referenced 173 times by policy documents since
January 2013 (Figure 2).

Malaria
Malaria is a mosquito-borne infectious disease resulting in an estimated 300500 million cases and 1.4 to 2.7 million deaths per year, with 90% of deaths
occuring in sub-Saharan Africa (Suh 2004). Rates of higher morbidity and
mortality are largely attributed to lack of access to effective treatment.
Dimensions indexes more than 91K publications, 7.8K grants, 6K patents, and 1.5K
clinical trials. $9.6Bn total investment can be tracked through competitive funding.
Research articles have been mentioned 65K times on Twitter, 6K times by news
sources, and have been referenced by 2.5K policy documents since January 2013.
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Figure 2 - Total amount of attention
to Alzheimer's articles tracked by
Altmetric (y axis is log scale)
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Figure 4 - Total amount of attention
to malaria articles tracked by
Altmetric (y axis is log scale)
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Community Detection
While the above summary plots show varied levels of engagement across
the different Altmetric sources (Figures 2 and 4), it does not reflect directly
the types of audiences reached or the nature of the engagement because
interactions with particular groups (i.e. academics, practitioners, or members
of the public) can be present in multiple sources.
To understand better the range of audiences across different media platforms,
we define communities according to their shared interests, namely, the
research articles referenced. By considering each mentioner (whether a user
on Twitter or Facebook, a blog site, a news site, or policy making body) as a
separate entity, it is possible to construct a coupling network where nodes are
mentioners and edges reflect the total number of shared articles discussed,
much like a standard bibliographic coupling approach (Kessler 1963). We
normalize the resulting network using K50 modified cosine (Boyack & Klavans
2010) and retain only the top 5 edges with a weight > 1.

Alzheimer's Disease
Communities
In Altmetric, it is possible to search articles using a PubMed query, and
therefore search for a specific Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) term. In
the analyses that follow, we use PubMed as a publication data source for
consistency given the interplay with MeSH terms. In Altmetric, we searched
“Alzheimer's disease [MeSH Terms]” for articles published since January 2013,
we obtain 20,452 articles that received any mentions from a total of 72,015
mentioners. After creating and normalizing the coupling network, we filter
out any sources that make only one post in the entire dataset (i.e. to remove
noise) and retain only nodes that are connected to others (giant component).
Nodes (i.e. mentioners) are assigned to communities using Louvain Modularity
(Blondel et al 2008) and degree centrality is calculated for all nodes.
Figure 5 depicts the resulting network. Each node represents a source of
attention, be that a Tweet, blog post, news story, reference from a policy
document, etc. Each is assigned a color corresponding to the community
it is assigned, has a size proportional to the number of posts made, and is
connected via edges to other nodes that have a high similarity in terms of the
articles mentioned. Mentioners with the highest degree centrality in a number
of the larger communities are highlighted and community ids (the numbers)
are also shown for future reference.
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Solanezumab

Figure 5 - Alzheimer's disease
communities

A failed trial of Eli Lilly’s monoclonal antibody, Solanezumab, created
significant chatter among two of the Alzheimer communities. Although only
29 articles about Solanezumab were tracked by Altmetric, Solanezumab was
one of the top 5 hashtags used by twitter users in two communities. Since
failed trials are nothing new (Anderson et al 2017) to the Alzheimer's research
and patient communities, the question we put to ourselves was: what about
the failure of this particular trial stirred up debate, and why was the debate
carried on in only two of the communities? While some scientists remain on
the fence regarding the Amyloid hypothesis (Hardy & Higgins 1992) which has
dominated the field for 25 years, many find themselves firmly in either a proAmyloid (Aisen 2017) or Amyloid-skeptical (Zhang 2017) school of thought.
Our hypothesis is that for many in the Amyloid-skeptical school, the failure
of this high-profile trial was a kind of tipping point that called for a public reexamination of the field’s dedication to the Amyloid hypothesis. For those in
the pro-Amyloid camp, there was a need to portray the trial as only a partial
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failure which is an inevitable part of the scientific method. For the majority of
the Alzheimer research community, however, publicly debating the dominant
hypothesis is likely akin to discussing religion or politics with strangers -- i.e.
something to be avoided at all costs.
Amyloid
21% of articles on Alzheimer's disease tracked by Altmetric also had the
MESH term Amyloids. Although we cannot say if the ones that mention this
research more often than others were pro-Amyloid or skeptical, we found
some common trends in the top and bottom communities talking about
Amyloid. The top 3 sizable communities show they are really specialized (see
Table 1). Community 6 was among the two communities that mentioned the
“Solanezumab” articles.
Community

Amyloids Articles

Description of the Community

9

49%

Many specialised bloggers (Biology Russian blog platform, American
medical student blog), News (Nature Asia and Los Angeles Times),
Twitter (professionals)

6

38%

Specialised sources (Nature, Scientific America) on social networks
and news, and British policy documents

3

36%

Specialised news, including Spanish Twitter medical professional
and Italian news. Some bots associated to journals
On the other hand, many communities mention rarely these articles. The top 3
sizable communities are in Table 2.

Table 1 - Top 3 communities
covering Amyloids side of
Alzheimer’s research

Community

Amyloids Articles

21

5%

Mostly bots associated to journals and medical databases, with
some wikipedia articles

10

6%

Some Twitter and accounts linked to universities

15

10%

Some psychology blogs, EU policy documents, and specialised news

Table 2 - Bottom 3
sizable communities
covering Amyloids side of
Alzheimer’s research

Description of the Community

These communities are quite different, with a higher prevalence of specialists
talking more than average about Amyloid research. The communities that
talked less about it included more automated posting of their research.

Malaria Research
Communities
The same search, network calculation, and filtering approach is applied for
malaria. The PubMed search “((malaria[MeSH Terms]) OR malaria[Title/
Abstract])” returned 15,253 articles that received any mentions from a total of
30,579 mentioners (Figure 6).
In the malaria network, the central block contains the majority of mentioners,
who are mostly policy organizations (community 0, pink), large news outlets
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(community 3, cyan) and social network users (community 16, green). The
smaller, outer communities are more specialised, either around particular
publishers (community 2, Nature and community 18, PLOS).

Figure 6 - malaria communities

Analysis
When viewing the resulting networks, it is immediately apparent that journals
play a central role. In the Alzheimer’s dataset, Twitter accounts for The Journal
of the American Medical Association (JAMA), British Medical Journal (BMJ)
and Nature are all the most connected nodes in their respective communities.
A similar picture occurs in malaria with Nature, The Lancet, and Public Library
of Science (PLOS) featuring.
The notable difference is the prominent role of the World Health Organization
in the malaria network (community 0, pink) - it has the highest degree centrality
of all nodes and contains 4,200 references to the literature. Other policy making
organizations referencing the literature also feature in this community including
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (221 references), The World Bank
(87 references), and the UK Government (32 references).
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Distribution of Sources
The first finding of the community analysis is that communities are not silos
for mentioners from particular sources (i.e. the communities are not simply a
mirroring of the information sources captured by Altmetric). On the contrary,
many of the prominent communities contain mentioners from every source. By
calculating the Shannon diversity index for each source (i.e. Twitter, Facebook,
Wikipedia, etc) in terms of the number of communities mentioners are placed
in, it is possible to construct Table 3 summarizing the two case study datasets.
Twitter users represent the majority of the dataset and have the highest
Diversity index (i.e. Twitter users feature in broadest range of communities).
Policy documents are the most rare source of mentions and are the least diverse
(i.e. Policy document sources are clustered in a smaller number of communities).
ALZHEIMER'S

MALARIA

Source

Total
Mentioners

%
Mentioners

Diversity

Total
Mentioners

%
Mentioners

Diversity

Twitter

17,230

84.0

3.1

6,639

81.8

2.9

Facebook

1,750

8.5

3.0

456

5.6

2.8

News

1,027

5.0

2.1

574

7.1

2.4

Blogs

316

1.5

2.7

284

3.5

2.5

Reddit

81

0.4

2.6

16

0.2

2.3

Wikipedia

68

0.3

2.5

117

1.4

1.6

Video

21

0.1

2.2

9

0.1

1.7

Policy

13

0.1

1.8

23

0.3

0.5

Table 3 - Number of mentioners
from each source in the case study
datasets. Diversity is the shannon
diversity index of communities
represented by each source.

Central Actors
By using the measure of degree centrality, it is possible to create a ranking
of the most connected mentioners in each of the networks. In the case of
Alzheimer’s (see Table 4), the top ranked mentioners are a mixture of specialist
and general news sites and Twitter accounts. Further down the table feature
the top scientists working in the area (e.g. @rsuarezsaa - Rodrigo Suárez,
Queensland Brain Institute and @WiringTheBrain - Kevin Mitchell, Trinity
College Dublin), institutions (@UCSFmac, The UCSF Memory and Aging Center,
San Francisco) and practitioner oriented outlets (@TripPrimaryCare).
The distribution of top ranked mentioners for malaria is slightly different
(Table 5). After the World Health Organization, the next highly ranked sources
are: @MalariaPapers - a bot tweeting papers about malaria as they appear
in PubMed (& now preprints on BioRxiv), @BiteOfAMosquito - Eastern
Washington University Disease Ecology Lab, and @bbbrieger - Bill Brieger, a
pioneer of community-directed interventions and an account associated with
malariamatters.org.
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Rank

Community

Source

Mentioner

Post Count

Centrality

1

1

News

healthmedicinet.com

653

0.115

2

0

News

www.alzforum.org

10052

0.105

3

6

Twitter

NatureNews

81

0.086

4

11

News

www.physiciansbriefing.com

241

0.071

5

7

News

news.yahoo.com/

197

0.062

6

4

Twitter

GeriMedJC

102

0.061

7

11

News

www.msn.com

180

0.058

8

8

Twitter

JAMA_current

152

0.058

9

11

Twitter

OrenoReSource

76

0.057

10

2

Twitter

JAMANeuro

461

0.054

Table 4 - Alzheimer’s: Highest
ranked mentioners by centrality

Rank

Community

Source

Mentioner

Post Count

Centrality

1

0

Policy

World Health Organization

4200

0.100

2

16

Twitter

MalariaPapers

2886

0.068

3

17

Twitter

BiteOfAMosquito

393

0.062

4

16

Twitter

bbbrieger

1897

0.061

5

2

Twitter

NatureNews

37

0.057

6

17

Twitter

nwnancy

142

0.050

7

3

News

www.eurekalert.org

318

0.045

8

3

News

news.yahoo.com

61

0.042

9

14

Twitter

TheLancetInfDis

134

0.041

10

11

Twitter

NewsMalaria

117

0.039

Measuring Diversity of
Audiences

Table 5 - Malaria: Highest ranked
mentioners by centrality

When evaluating the impact of articles or choosing an appropriate journal
for publication, indicators are often used to inform the decision. It is
straightforward with the case-study databases to rank journals according
to the number of times their articles have been cited, or the Altmetric
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Attention Score they achieve. We also consider a third indicator that reflects
the diversity of audiences reached, based on the range of communities that
mentioned the research.
Using the Shannon diversity index, we rank the top 10 journals in malaria in
Table 6. As might be expected, the top performers by this index are the large
multidisciplinary journals Science, Nature and Proceedings of the National
Academy of Science (PNAS). The next four journals in the ranking are all Public
Library of Science (PLOS) titles, followed by two Lancet publications. The
Emerging Infectious Diseases journal is published by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC).

Journal

Article Count

Mean Times Cited

Mean Altmetric Attention Score

Diversity Index

Science

140

167.0

49.1

2.6

Nature

105

223.7

89.0

2.6

PNAS

199

87.2

28.1

2.5

PLOS Medicine

143

77.6

27.6

2.4

PLoS Neglected
Tropical Diseases

142

20.5

8.5

2.4

PLOS ONE

1054

18.6

5.9

2.4

PLOS Pathogens

192

38.8

19.2

2.3

Lancet Infectious
Diseases

128

74.4

44.5

2.3

Emerging Infectious
Diseases

114

31.1

10.4

2.3

The Lancet

335

109.7

26.3

2.3

Table 6 - Top ranked journals
in malaria by diversity of
audiences reached

10

When comparing the correlation for these journal metrics according to
Altmetric Attention Score (Figure 7a) and Diversity Index (Figure 7b), it is
evident that journals with similar Altmetric Attention Scores and citation counts
can be distinguished by the Diversity Index. For example, the three largest
journals in terms of articles published on malaria occupy the region in Figure
7a, but one (PLOS ONE) has a noticeably higher Diversity Index (Figure 7b).
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Figure 7a - Journals covering
malaria with > 10 articles (x and y
axis are log scale). The size of the
bubble indicates the number of
articles - Citation counts courtesy
of Dimensions

Figure 7b - Journals covering
malaria with > 10 articles (y
axis is log scale). The size of the
bubble indicates the number of
articles - Citation counts courtesy
of Dimensions

Discussion
In this report, we apply network analysis to model communities of
“mentioners” that refer to scientific literature from a range of social media,
news, and policy document sources. Such an analysis results in mixed
communities that are constituted by a range of mentioners from different
sources where groups of social network users, mainstream news sources,
and policy organizations are aligned according to a common discourse.
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Policy organizations
form the primary
community in malaria
while practitioners
and mainstream
news outlets are the
main communities
in Alzheimer's

As shown with two simple case studies, communities align differently
according to the research topic. Policy organizations form the primary
community in malaria while practitioners and mainstream news outlets are
the main communities in Alzheimer's. By measuring the degree centrality of
nodes in the resulting networks, it is possible to rank sources and discover
key actors in the network. In particular, this technique can be used to identify
individual users from social networks that play a key role in the identification
of important research.
By using community detection, it is also possible to provide novel indicators
reflecting the diversity of audiences reached. In this report, a journal ranking
by diversity is provided and contrasted against citation counts and Altmetric
Attention Scores. Such an analysis shows that this kind of measure can be used
to distinguish otherwise similarly performing journals, as well as identify those
that might be performing better than expected (i.e. relatively low citations, but
higher audience diversity).
We also explored sub-communities within Alzheimer’s research, which
focused, or not, on Amyloid research. Although we cannot say if they were
pro-Amyloid or skepticals, the communities appeared to be rather different.
The top communities were made of specialists, while the bottom communities
were more automated postings. Interestingly, policy documents were present
in both top and bottom. Compared to research on malaria, fewer articles on
Alzheimer’s were mentioned in policy documents. The relatively low number
of mentions (and therefore of possible links with others in the community)
could explain why these policy documents are in these extreme clusters.
This report provides a high-level summary of the approach and initial findings.
Much more can be done to understand the community dynamic through
further work. For example, a more detailed survey of the mentioners in each
community would reveal whether certain mentioner types (e.g academics,
practitioners, the general public) are more prevalent, and hence, if certain
research articles reached their intended audiences. Conversely, this kind of
information could also highlight research that reached unexpected audiences.
Standardized classification of authors is not currently available, however, this
would substantially support a better understanding of altmetrics.

This report has
taken initial steps
to develop the idea
that altmetrics truly
highlight different
uses of research

12

This report has taken initial steps to develop the idea that altmetrics truly
highlight different uses of research. While citations can be thought of as
the "scholarly signal" for the attention given to a piece of research it has
been contended that altmetrics give an insight into the attention given by
other communities. Our analysis gives concrete examples of how to identify
these communities and the vectors that they use to disseminate and discuss
research that is relevant to them. When considering the issues of identifying
research impact, it is clear that building on the methodology explored here
shows promise in supporting practical approaches to quantify and understand
the type of attention attracted by a piece of research.
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